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Supplier of clean air for the benefit of environment,
employees, products and profitability
In all types of industrial businesses, dust

The benefit of clean air is therefore a unique

and dirt in the form of dust chips and

combination of good working environment,

granules – present major challenges. Since

sustainability, improved products and a

1957, JKF has been the industry’s supplier

positive impact on the company’s profitability.

of innovative and highly efficient equipment
which have helped solve these challenges.

It is as simple as this.

Clean air improves both the internal working
environment and the external environment.

JKF develops and produces a complete range of

A healthier indoor climate for the company’s

high quality components for process extraction

employees results in a sustainable and

systems.

environment friendly production which are of

The range includes:

benefit to all.

- Filters
- Filter bags

Clean air can improve the production process

- Fans

itself and therefore the end products. Also

- Standard duct programme galv. 2 and 3 mm

cleaned air often means energy saving,

- Stainless duct programme

because the air can be recycled.

- Special products and accessories

      With JKF’s product range
we can offer excellent components
and high technical standard...
René Ranzenbacher,
holder, Holzstaubtechnik
Ranzenbacher

Supplier of clean air systems for decades
JKF was founded in 1957 by Louis Nielsen.

We are still situated at the beautiful village
Als in North Jutland, located in fresh

The company had the original 

sea air on the Kattegat coast; we still

tongue-twisting name of “Jysk Knæ- og

have our vision to be among the leading

Pladerørsfabrik”. As export sales increased,

manufacturers and suppliers of components

the name was changed to the more

for process ventilation systems, and thus

customer friendly name of JKF Industri A/S in

contribute to improving the global external

1982. In 2014 the name was changed again

environment.

to the easier name of JKF wherever we are in
the world.
JKF’s Danish factory site and head office
Since it’s foundation, much has changed

of the group today cover over 25,000 m²

for both us and our customers in industry

of up-to-date and modern administration,

and in society. The company’s roots are

development team and production facilities.

preserved but we will always strive at

JKF has manufacturing plants at its

improvements that ensure and develop our

subsidiaries in Malaysia and Poland as well

market power and future, while at the same

as the sales subsidiaries in the Philippines,

time guaranteeing the customers the right

Indonesia and Singapore.

solutions.

1957

1975

1987

1995

1999

JKF is founded
by Louis Nielsen

After several extensions
JKF now possesses
five halls

High technology and
CAD/CAM management
are implemented

The subsidiary
JKF Industri Sdn. Bnd
in Malaysia is established

JKF establishes
an office in Singapore

1964

1985

1990

1997

2012

JKF moves into
new premises
on Rørsangervej

Louis Nielsen starts to
transfer his ownership.
11 employees and Cimbria A/S
become shareholders

Continuing investments.
JKF starts analyses
concerning ISO 9001
certificates

JKF establishes a factory
and office in Poland

Maj Invest
takes over JKF

Knowledge, development
and skilled employees
JKF’s production today is based on 

Regardless of how long an employee

high-tech advanced modern metal

has been employed by us, it is about the

processing machines which are continuously

individual commitment, skills and the ability

optimized for quality of the finished product.

to find opportunities. This is very essential
for our ability to adjust to the customers’

However, the employees behind the

requirements that change over time. Only in

machines represent our most important

this way can we supply the best quality.

asset. The employees are essential to the
quality we supply.
Some of the employees are “born” into the

JKF’s fundamental values:

company, others have worked there for

- Skilled employees

many years.

- Quality in all stages
- Faultless supply and service

This provides us with a huge amount of

- Local practices

knowledge, as the basis for our continuous
development, and also a stable workforce.
This applies to administration, sales,
development department as well as the
production.

      When co-operating with JKF, it
is almost like trading with old friends
and not just another supplier – we
appreciate the good support, advice
and considerable focus on a company
on the other side of the world...
Geoff Ebdon,
Managing director, New Zealand Duct&Flex,
Auckland

Everything is connected
According to the Danish Working

This means that the production will be

Environment Act, clean air in the production

more efficient and the end products will

workplace is a clearly defined legal

have a better quality and finish. Finally,

requirement. Had this not been the case,

the pressures on the environment will be

it would still have been prudent to invest

reduced to the benefit of all.

in cleaner air. The reasons for this are
numerous.

So regardless of the legal requirements,
there are many good arguments in favour

A better working environment ensures a

of cleaner air that will benefit us all – the

higher job satisfaction and less absence

employees, the customers, the company

through sickness among the employees.

and the environment.

Dust free machines will not break down
so often and therefore, will have a higher

Everything is connected.

production time. The company’s energy
consumption will be reduced as the cleaned
air can be recirculated thus saving heat.

ENVIRONMENT

ECONOMY

PRODUCT QUALITY

ACCESSIBILITY

JKF’s components have a

JKF’s components are

JKF’s components ensure

JKF’s components are easily

positive impact on both the

synonymous with higher

that granules and dust

accessible in most parts of

internal and external

job satisfaction, less sick

chips do not move around

the world. We have factories

environment. Efficient

absence, higher uptime of

and affect people,

in Denmark, Poland and

extraction improves the job

the machinery, better end

products and machines

Malaysia whereas sales and

satisfaction and the

products and better energy

inappropriately. These

advice mainly are provided

working environment, as

efficiency. Factors – which

factors have a big impact

through carefully chosen

well as efficient filtration

all have a considerable

on the quality and finish of

co-operation partners. In

means ensuring the

impact on the company’s

the product which the

Poland and Malaysia, we

sustainability of the

profitability.

company wants to supply.

have our own sales

environment around us.

departments with directly
end-user contact.

Specific industry experience
Although the basic needs for healthy

This experience has been built up over

and clean air basically are the same, the

decades. When we combine it with our basic

requirements to our components are very

knowledge and the specific requirements

different from industry to industry. This is

of the customers, the correct solution is

due to a whole range of factors.

obtained.

At JKF we have built up a great deal of
knowledge and experience about the
numerous industries to whom we supply
solutions. We know the industry’s basic
requirements and needs including the

All our products are tested and fulfil all
relevant EU legislations applicable to a
specific industry.

legislation which is in force.

       As JKF’s representative in

JKF supplies clean air to a wide range of businesses within:

Great Britain throughout the last
40 years, we have witnessed both
the company’s growth and the
development of its products into a
modern and world-class company...

- Woodworking industry

Keith Weavin, managing director,
Truduct Products Ltd.

- Agricultural industry
- Metalworking industry
- Paper industry
- Plastic industry
- Food industry
- Textile industry
- Medical industry
- Building industry

A product programme that will stay the course
JKF’s product programme is comprehensive,

The system has principally been accepted in

flexible, modern and of course tailored to our

environments where higher standards for

customers’ needs and requirements. We can

cleaning and explosion prevention apply.

supply components for both small and large
solutions and at many different price levels.

JKF will provide documentation for majority
of processes and products through its

Common to all our products is the focus on

diversity of ISO-certificates.

safety, environment, noise, performance,
efficiency and energy consumption.

Furthermore, the products are designed in
that way that they not only can be used in

When it comes to safety, we have developed

a total JKF-solution but also used and built

a system which sets new standards for both

together with other makes.

personal and operational safety related to
explosions in filters. The method has been
tested, documented and approved by TÜV.
JKF is accredited with ISO certificates
as confirmation of its quality assurance
procedures; ISO 9001 documents total
quality, ISO 14001 the environment and
ISO 18001 health and safety.

Accessible in most of the world
Wherever your company is located in the

In addition to the production facilities in

world, JKF’s products are not far away.

Denmark, we have our own factories in
Poland and Malaysia. Here we also serve

With our Headquarters of the group located

and support the local markets with design,

in Denmark, we supply a large network

installation and service.

of associates, plant manufacturers and
wholesalers across the World. Co-operation

The fine-meshed network of co-operation

partners who, like us, are dedicated to

partners with their local knowledge

clean air. Most of them have long-standing

increases the value of our products to the

relations with JKF and are daily drawing on

customer. This ensures that all factors are

our advice, expertise and know-how.

met and taken into account so plants and
components are supplied and installed in the
most effective way.

      Throughout the many decades,
we have co-operated with JKF, their
range of equipment and components
have proved to be of great benefit to
our end users...

JKF has factories in:
- Denmark
- Poland
- Malaysia

David Marsden,
Managing director, Indusvent Limited

JKF Denmark

JKF Poland

JKF Malaysia

THE WAY TO CLEAN AIR

JKF Industri A/S

JKF Polska Sp. z o.o.,

JKF Industri Sdn. Bhd.

Rørsangervej 5, Als

Berzyna 81,

Lot 8521, Jalan Persiaran Galla,

9560 Hadsund

64-200 Wolsztyn

Galla Industrial Park, 70200 Seremban

Denmark

Poland

N.S.D.K., Malaysia

Tel: +45 98581211

Tel: +48 683470700

Tel: +60 67649861

Fax: +45 98581177

Fax: +48 683845338

Fax: +60 67649863

info@jkf.dk

info@jkfpolska.pl

info@jkf.com.my

www.jkf.dk

www.jkfpolska.pl

www.jkf.com.my
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